UGARIT 203 A: Ugaritic III

- **SPRING 2016**

**Meeting Time:** TTh 10:30am - 12:20pm

**Location:** SAV 167

**SLN:** 20509

**Joint Sections:** 2016,spring,UGARIT,523,A

**Instructor:**
Scott Noegel
[View profile](#)

**Catalog Description:**
Introduction to the Ugaritic (Canaanite) language of ancient Ugarit (modern Ras Shamra, circa fourteenth century BCE). Introduces the cuneiform alphabet and distinctive grammatical features; proceeds to an inductive reading of the Ugaritic tablets. Texts include the Epic of Aqhat, the Baal Epic, and the Epic of Kret. Third in a three course sequence. Prerequisite: UGARIT 202.

**GE Requirements:**
Visual, Literary, and Performing Arts (VLPA)

**Credits:** 5.0

**Status:** Active

**Last updated:** November 14, 2017 - 9:23pm
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